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- We observed the livestream of the eleven feeders in Priddis weekly

from August to January and recorded a total of 1359 displacement

interactions (Figure 4).

- The use of a livestream allowed us to observe the birds without our

presence disturbing them during feeding.

- The footage was used to assess species ID and which bird displaced

whom. As we identified birds we built our own ID guide, which will be

used in the future by students in the updated lab.

- Data was gathered into a previously created chart including sections for

the species “winner” of the interaction, the species “loser” of the

interaction and the number of times this particular displacement was

observed.

- Once data collection takes place during the lab sections, students clean

the data set, determine a dominance hierarchy at the feeders using

linear regression on R Studio, and test the idea that body mass and

behavior dictate which species is more dominant than another (Figure

6). Body mass data will be derived from Dunning Jr. (2007) and will be

used as the standard for all individuals observed.

- To establish if there is a linear relationship between the dominance and

mass of various bird species, a Bradley-Terry dominance scale was used.

This model compares one pair of birds at a time, assessing which is the

winner for each set until all have been compared, enabling a full ranking

system. This was then plotted against body mass to see if there was a

linear relationship (Figure 7).

- The most dominant species observed was the Black-billed Magpie and

the least dominant species was the Black-capped chickadee (Figure 7).

- The most frequent displacement interactions occurred between the

Evening Grosbeak as the loser and either the Black-billed Magpie or

Blue Jay (Figure 1) as the winner (Figure 6). This is shown by the thick

blue lines connecting the species, with greater thickness indicating

greater frequency of interaction (Figure 1).

- As the body mass of the bird species increases, the Bradley-Terry

dominance score increases as well (Figure 7). This is shown by the

positive linear regression line (Figure 7).

- Therefore, there was a positive linear regression between bird body

mass and the dominance score (Figure 7). The overall regression was

statistically significant (R^2= [0.5953], F(1,11) = [18.65], p=[0.001217]).

- The most dominant species observed was the Black-billed Magpie which

had the largest average body mass (Figure 7). The least dominant

species observed was the Black-capped Chickadee (Figure 3), which had

the smallest average body mass (Figure 7). This supports the idea that

body mass is a major contributor to a species’ position in the

dominance hierarchy (Miller et al., 2017).

- As the mass of the bird species increases, the Bradley-Terry dominance

score increases as well (Figure 8).

- Certain species were more or less dominant than what was expected for

their body mass, as in the case of the Downy Woodpecker being more

dominant over the Hairy Woodpecker (Figure 5) despite it having a

smaller average body mass (Miller et al., 2017).

- The most frequent displacement interactions occurred between the

Evening Grosbeak as the loser and either the Black-billed Magpie or

Blue Jay as the winner (Figure 7). These winners make sense as both

species of bird listed lean towards the higher end of average body mass.

- The data collected reflects that body mass and the dominance score

were correlated with a positive linear regression (Figure 8). These

findings support the initial hypothesis that there would be a dominance

hierarchy according to body mass and aggression. Since the p-value is

less than the significance value of 0.05, we fail to reject the hypothesis

that there is a positive linear regression between body mass and

Bradley-Terry dominance (Figure 7).

- Overall, the larger species were more dominant than smaller species,

but there were additional factors causing some to be more or less

dominant than expected as well as variance due to unexplained effects

(Miller et al., 2017).
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Figure 7: Scatterplot of Bradley-Terry dominance score versus bird body mass in grams with a 
linear regression line. (R^2= [0.5953], F(1,11) = [18.65], p=[0.001217]).

Figure 6: Plot of species in order from most dominant to least dominant. The colours indicate the strength 
of interactions. The blue lines represent observed displacement of an estimated dominant species to an 
estimated subordinate species. Red lines indicate observed displacement of an estimated subordinate 
species to an estimated dominant species.

- The goal for this project was to develop a lab exercise pertaining to bird

competition and its correlation with dominance.

- The level of a bird’s dominance is dependent on weight class and

behaviour.

- In order to observe these factors affecting dominance, a live feeder

cam located in Priddis was used to document the interactions between

birds at the feeders.

- The footage was used to identify the species of birds that visited

feeders and interpret their interactions and behaviours to create a

dominance hierarchy.

- This data was used to determine if there was a linear relationship

between body mass and dominance in the analyzed birds.

- The findings from the data collection of this project were used to

update a previously existing ecology lab at STMU. To update this lab,

we will have students observe intraspecific and interspecific

interactions between birds and provide them with a bird ID guide in

order to better analyze the main contributor to displacements.

- When students observe the success or failure of a displacement, they

will be expected to hypothesize the outcome observed based on the

behaviour and size of the birds involved.

- Hypothesis: There will be a dominance hierarchy according to body

mass and aggression, where birds with the largest mass and more

aggressive nature would be most dominant in competition for food.

Therefore, there will be a positive linear relationship between the birds

according to mass and dominance.
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Figure 1: Blue Jays asserting dominance

Figure 2: Black-Billed Magpie in flight Figure 3:  Black-capped Chickadee

Figure 4: Screenshot of Black-Billed Magpies, Evening Grosbeaks, a Downy Woodpecker and a Blue Jay 
at the Priddis feeders.

Figure 5: Hairy woodpecker (left) and Downy woodpecker (right) feeding 
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